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Electronic Waste – Our greatest threat  

 

London, 24 February 2021 

 
Electronic waste should now be regarded as the greatest threat to our planet, according to the 
Global Recycling Foundation. 
 
The United Nations has already warned that the current 53 million tonnes of e-waste generated 
every year will more than double by 2050 making it the fastest growing waste stream in the world. 
 
The Founding president of the Global Recycling Foundation, Ranjit Baxi, said: “It may already be too 
late to stem the tide of the millions of discarded smart phones and other electronic waste from 
fridges and TVs to microwaves and PC monitors. 
 
“It is not just the items themselves but the irreplaceable precious metals and dangerous 
components like lithium-ion batteries, cadmium, lead and mercury, flame retardant chemicals and 
corrosive acid that are used in their manufacture. It amounts to so much toxic waste which if not 
professionally recycled ends up on waste dumps,” he warned. 
 
According to the Foundation, thousands of containers of plastic and electronic waste are shipped 
annually around the world to countries which are already incapable of handling the mountains of 
waste arriving in their ports every year. 
 
Mr Tom Bird, President Bureau of International Recycling, said: “We need to promote recycling of 
the rapidly growing E Waste volumes to generate valuable Seventh Resource as raw material for the 
Industry whist helping to meet UNSDG 2030 & Climate change goals. ” 
 
The facts speak for themselves: 
 
Over the past 5 years e-waste has grown to 53 million tonnes and is projected to reach 74 million 
tonnes by 2030. 
 
We only recycle some 10 million tonnes of e-waste annually, and precious metals valued at over $55 
billion are not recovered and are either dumped or burned. 
 
Burning of e-waste produces over 100 million tonnes of CO2 emissions and must be stopped. GRF 
calls for legislative support and investments to incentivise growth of much needed e-waste Recycling 
Plants globally. 
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About the Global Recycling Foundation 

 

The Global Recycling Foundation supports the promotion of recycling, and the 

recycling industry, across the world to highlight its vital role in preserving the future of 

the planet. It promotes 18th March as Global Recycling Day as well as other 

educational programs, awareness projects and innovation initiatives which focus on 

the sustainable and inclusive development of recycling. 

 

The website will continue to act as the key portal for all activities relating to the day; 

a home to showcase sponsors, case histories and stories, bring campaigns to life and 

share materials. 

 

CONTACT: 

 

Ranjit Baxi , Tel +447860525159.  

Email: info@globalrecyclingfoundation.org 

 

Social media channels: 

Twitter (@GlbRecyclingDay)  

Facebook (@globalrecyclingday),  

Instagram(globalrecyclingday),  
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